
Minutes* 
 

Senate Research Committee 
Monday, June 4, 2001 

1:30 - 3:00 
238A Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: David Hamilton (chair), Melissa Anderson, James Cotter, Kris Davidson, Esam El-

Fakahany, Neil Graf, Eric Klinger, Mark Paller, Scott McConnell, Sharon Neet, Richard 
Poppele, Barbara Van Drasek 

 
Regrets: Victor Bloomfield, Daniel Brewer, Robin Dittman, Leonard Kuhi, Phillip Larsen, Susan 

Miller 
 
Absent:  none for a summer meeting 
 
Guests:   Associate Dean Naomi Scheman (Graduate School) 
 
Other: Win Ann Schumi, Sheryl Goldberg (Sponsored Projects Administration), Moira Keane 

(Research Subjects Protection Program) 
 
[In these minutes:  (1) trust and other issues in the conduct of research; (2) IRBs and the social sciences; 
(3) charge and issues before the committee] 
 
 
1. Broader Issues in the Responsible Conduct of Research 
 
 After convening the meeting at 1:35 and calling for a round of introductions since two new 
Committee members had joined the meeting, Professor Hamilton reported that Associate Dean Scheman 
had asked to address the Committee about issues in social science research. 
 
 Dr. Scheman distributed a one-page document which she explained that she had prepared for the 
Graduate School deans, a list of six things she is interested in and about which she has spoken to a 
number of people informally and found that they were also interested.  There is no committee or program, 
she said, but she expressed the hope that perhaps at least part of the proposal could be institutionalized.  
The document was as follows: 
 

A Modest Proposal for integrating considerations 
of social responsibility into the research mission 

of the University of Minnesota 
presented for discussion by Naomi Scheman 

TRUST 
Tomorrow’s Research University: 
Sustainability and Trustworthiness 

Examples of projects: 

                                                           
* These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota 

Senate or Twin Cities Campus Assembly; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes 
represent the views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate or Assembly, the Administration, or the Board of 
Regents. 
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1.  Include considerations of social responsibility--especially of public, land-grant universities, in diverse 
and complex local, state, national, and global contexts--in decisions about research agendas. 
 Results: attention to these issues in next year’s RCR workshops and forums on who sets research 
agendas.  
 
2.  Study Human Subjects Protection policies, going back to the Belmont Report, to move stress toward 
the agency of subjects and/or their communities, and a paradigm of a partnership relationship between 
them and researchers.  
 Results: a position paper to present arguments and proposals to intervene in federal discussions. 
 
3.  Develop proposal for revising UofM IRB policies and procedures for social science research, working 
both with social scientists who take their moral/political  relation to their subjects as paramount and 
fundamental to their research, and with the AAUP (on issues of academic freedom). 
 Results: Revised UofM policies and procedures and presentation as a model for national 
discussion. 
 
4.  Explore University/community collaborative research, making connections among existing projects, 
encouraging further collaborative efforts, and connecting nationally and internationally with similar 
efforts 
 Results: various: could include a website, a settlement house/science shop, faculty development 
programs, undergraduate and graduate student research (e.g., DOVE program) 
 
5.  Build respectful research into RCR programming, including graduate student and post-doc climate 
issues, stressing connection to objectivity and other measures of good research/science.  Work with OMA 
offices. 
 Results: additional modules of RCR programs videos, brochures, etc. 
 
6.  Build "discursive affirmative action" programs to encourage and facilitate debate about controversial 
research programs, involving University and non-University researchers and diverse affected 
communities. 
 Results: various: could include research funding pool; conferences, speakers, roundtables, and 
workshops; publications 
 
 The core of the proposal, Dr. Scheman said, is that the University should think about social 
responsibility in carrying out its research and graduate education missions.  She has spoken with the Task 
Force on Civic Engagement as well as the Assistant Dean for Outreach in the Graduate School about 
programs for graduate students that would include more connections to the community. 
 
 As a philosopher she is interested in objectivity—knowledge labeled as objective can be shared 
with the widest group of people, not just with those with whom one works.  This is "real stuff" usable for 
public purposes (e.g., is the air safe to breathe).  All of this is dependent on expertise; the question is how 
does one know it is trustworthy?  Not simply because it has been achieved by "the scientific method."  
Since, ultimately, it is people, working within institutional structures, who are responsible for monitoring 
adherence to that method, maintaining standards, and grounding trust in research.  When grounds for trust 
are eroded, and there is a problem with a lack of trust in University research, people will go elsewhere for 
trust.  There are bad consequences if the bonds of trust between the University and the public are eroded.  
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Her question, Dr. Scheman said, is what the University can do to increase trust.  The proposal itemizes 
some things the University might do, especially in graduate and professional education and research. 
 
 The idea behind this proposal is to open more discussion; she does not propose that the University 
ought to require anything but instead elicit creative discussions across boundaries that are not usually 
crossed.  One opportunity to promote these discussions is in the 2001-2002 Responsible Conduct of 
Research forums, the topic of which is "who sets the research agenda?"   One important conversation can 
be the relationship of University researchers to the community.  The start of this effort will be talks this 
summer with people in the social sciences who have difficulty with IRB procedures in order to think 
about the ethics of research and relationship between researchers and their subjects. 
 
 What "research agendas" does she have in mind, Professor Hamilton inquired, apropos point 
number one?  Some examples, Dr. Scheman said, include who made or how was the decision made to 
construct the plant genomics building, what graduate or research programs will be added or cut, how 
individual researchers make decisions on what they will pursue, how funding decisions are made, and 
how graduate student selection affects research agendas.  What happens to research that involves long-
term, trusting relationships with communities when the University may be pursuing different agendas 
(e.g., does genomics research conflict with research on sustainable organic farming; does this hamper 
faculty in doing the research they want to do?).  Is there negative fallout for researcher A because of what 
researcher B is doing?  Does the University have a responsibility to deal with this fallout?  And how does 
academic freedom come into play? 
 
 In terms of point number two, collaboration leads to objectivity which leads to trustworthiness.  
The idea is about research subjects as more active participants in research.  That makes sense in the social 
sciences; Dr. Scheman said she has been told by some scientists that it does not make as much sense in 
biomedical research, a proposition of which she is not convinced, but which clearly needs more 
discussion. 
  
 On point number three, she would like to work with social scientists and the Human Subjects 
Protection office to promote a more amicable relationship rather than a struggle; those discussions will 
start this summer. 
 
 What will be evaluated, Professor McConnell inquired?  What is evaluated now, Dr. Scheman 
said; there is no intent to require that researchers demonstrate deep thinking about research ethics.  That is 
a good idea but should not be mandated.  But the procedures that people must go through now do not 
seem to work well in fostering both broad and deep discussion. 
 
 There has been much thinking about point number four by the Task Force on Civic Engagement 
and people involved in outreach.  At least there is need for an inventory and searchable data base on the 
collaborative research now going on.  It is not usual for one to receive rewards at the University for these 
kinds of research; it needs thought—as does faculty development, so people acquire the skills to work 
with community partners.  That might mean, e.g., having a site at a community center to nurture research 
partnerships. 
 
 With respect to point number five, the idea is to take seriously the ways in which various "chilly 
climates" (for various groups and for human beings) mean people do not feel comfortable in the research 
environment, which affects the credibility of the research (people cannot blow whistles and good ideas 
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can get lost).  A disrespectful research environment can be as harmful to research as using dirty test tubes.  
This is the kind of thing that can be thought about in the Responsible Conduct of Research sessions. 
 
 Point number six is about what should be distinctively attractive about University-based research.  
When there is a choice about where research can be done, e.g., in the private realm or in the University, 
why choose the University?  One reason is that it has smart people, cachet, and can be regarded as more 
objective.  Other reasons ought to include the limits on secrecy and conflicts of interest.  Research 
universities have not always been as vigilant as they should be in enforcing these rules but even so they 
can be resented--rather than seen as advantages--by some who want University research.  However, such 
rules are central to the university role in fostering a climate of critical engagement; the University has 
departments with classicists and people in the humanities who can interact, for example, with animal 
researchers, and the University community can initiate and model the critical, open discussion that needs 
to underpin expert knowledge in a democracy. 
 
 Professor McConnell said that he found much of this exciting and much of it worrisome; where 
does she wish to go with these ideas?  Dr. Scheman said she wanted to talk to the Committee because as a 
faculty member she gets angry when administrative initiatives bypass Senate committees.  She comes to 
the Senate committee responsible for these matters, to check in, and wants to discuss partners to work 
with, to get the word out. 
 
 Some of these items are not ready for policy, Dr. Paller commented; they are academic matters 
that people can be interested in.  Nor does she need the permission of this Committee to pursue them—
and it is not ready to take action on them.  He encouraged her to pursue and explore them, however, 
because everyone is interested in them.  The Committee is not at the point it can deal with them.  Dr. 
Scheman agreed. 
 
 People should resonate to ideas about credibility and establishing trust, Professor Davidson said.  
He has become pessimistic because society has degenerated in its ability to assess research.  It might be 
possible that people would respond with more respect for University research; it may be that 30% 
disbelieve research outcomes, without reason, and this is a big problem in the University’s relationship 
with the public.  It does not have as much credibility as it once had; it is not clear if the University has 
failed and the reasons are not clear. 
 
 Part of the problem is an ignorant population that is not educated in science, Professor Hamilton 
speculated.  Part of this is "aliteracy," Professor Neet suggested; people believe what they last read, are 
not exposed to something new, and there is a problem with the sound bite or the blip.  It is difficult to 
present complex issues to people.  Most doubting Thomases are among the well-educated, Dr. El-
Fakahany said; one sees this in grant proposals. 
 
 How does one reconcile the recent statements of the President and the Faculty Consultative 
Committee, which said that something is broken and need fixing, Professor Neet asked?  If there is a 
fundamental change, will the University turn more to what is wanted by those who fund research?  That is 
why this Committee discussed "The Kept University" articles, Professor Hamilton responded, and 
adopted a statement on private support for research.  The recent AAUP statement said the same thing:  
universities must protect intellectual property and academic freedom (the Committee received copies of 
the AAUP "Statement on Corporate Funding of Academic Research").  If the University becomes more 
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private, how will it deal with issues related to outreach and the land-grant mission?  This is a major 
question and the University cannot just give up on it. 
 
 There is a third player in all of this, Professor Neet commented:  the for-profit universities such as 
the University of Phoenix.  The traditional private universities, she noted, are non-profits.  It is not clear 
the University is competitive as an institution in this respect, Professor Hamilton said, when Harvard and 
MIT are putting every course they have on the web for free. 
 
 How do these actions mesh with a "follow the money" approach, Dr. Scheman asked?  It may be 
swimming against the stream but she is not ready to give up on public goods, she is troubled by a "high 
tuition, high aid" philosophy that treats higher education as a private good and gives great preference to 
NHS students.  She said she did not believe the University can afford to give in to market rule and give up 
on public goods. 
 
 With respect to "aliteracy," Dr. Scheman said, the public is cynical about what the University 
does and wants it to take more responsibility for its actions; this comes in the context of the failure of 
authority (state/political) and one sees that the University voice does not carry the weight that it used to.  
People are understandably and rationally skeptical of all authority.  Focusing on aliteracy and public 
ignorance of science sounds close to being contempt for the public, Ms. Goldberg commented; Professor 
Hamilton replied that it is not contempt for the public, it is recognizing what the public does not 
understand. 
 
 Professor Hamilton said this had been a very stimulating conversation and that the Committee 
would return to the topic in the fall.   
 
2. Related Issues 
 
 Professor Klinger returned to the question of  IRBs and the social sciences and said there is an 
increasing infringement on academic freedom (as with all research that uses human subjects).  The AAUP 
statement speaks for itself, he said.  This is an urgent issue; the University has a system that is out of 
control, imposing burdens on researchers that defeats research to a degree that is unjustified.  He said he 
had tried to get the Committee and the Senate to take a position and was censored by administrators.  He 
said he would like to see the Committee endorse recommendations and share the concern as a way to 
begin to change the system.   
 
 Professor Hamilton said the AAUP statement was distributed for information at this meeting and 
the Committee could discuss endorsement in the fall.  He promised to invite Professor Klinger back for 
the discussion (Professor Klinger’s term on the Committee ended with this meeting). 
 
3. The Charge to the Committee 
 
 Professor Hamilton next drew the attention of Committee members to the Senate bylaw language 
containing the charge to the Committee.  The University is a major research institution, very complex, 
with significant research areas not represented on the Committee or represented only haphazardly (e.g., 
agriculture and natural resources).   He said he would like the Committee to consider changing the 
membership provision in order to incorporate different kinds of researchers; their participation is needed 
at times important decisions are made that are important to them.  He said he does not want to risk the 
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Committee being charged with not having the right voices at the table.  There is also a need to have 
students concerns addressed.  There needs to be recognition that this should be an extraordinarily 
important committee in a major research university. 
 
 One way to cover issues in a short period of time would be to establish subcommittees with 
invited membership, Professor Poppele said.  Professor McConnell agreed that pairing subcommittees 
with important, well-publicized topics would be desirable; there are too many issues for the Committee as 
whole to deal with. 
 
 The Committee discussed the question of subcommittees versus changing the membership for 
some time.  Professor Hamilton said that there are things happening with respect to infrastructure issues 
that are disquieting, due to a lack of understanding by deans and department heads; there is need for an 
over-arching view. 
 
 Indirect cost recovery funds must be one of the issues the Committee takes up, Professor 
McConnell said; there is a lot of unhappiness with the variations across colleges and a lack of knowledge 
about where the money is going.   
 
 Professor Hamilton suggested that Committee members look over the AAUP statement on 
corporate funding of research and think about whether there are points in it that might be included in the 
Committee’s statement.  He then thanked everyone and adjourned the meeting at 3:00. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 
 
  


